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Introduction

✦ Very productive and useful workshop (3rd 
edition) 

✦ Not my intention to summarize all of it here! 
✦ Instead, will try to present briefly those items 

more related to this WG 
➡ New dedicated detectors 
➡ A relevant example of reinterpretations 
➡ Overlap between YR and other documentation in 

preparation 

✦ Talk by Oliver on LLP ep studies, but better 
explained by himself!

https://indico.cern.ch/event/714087/
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ATLAS, CMS timing
✦ In the long term: Brand new proposal to make 

use of timing! Heavy LLPs are slower… 
➡ Great discrimination against background → enhanced 

sensitivities

Liu arXiv:1805.05957v1

https://arxiv.org/abs/1805.05957
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Dedicated experiments
✦ A lot of lively discussion about the reach of new 

LLP experiments at the workshop 
➡ Key element: background. How realistic is the 0-

background assumption?

Signal and background signatures

Example signals for MATHUSLA:

9

Main backgrounds:

● Veto from bottom scintillator plane and requiring 
upward-going tracks gets rid of everything but neutrinos

● Atmospheric neutrino scattering rejected by vetoing 
narrow cones of tracks pointing away from IP

● Can also reject most neutrino scattering final states 
(which include non-relativistic protons) from timing

∼10 Hz
few / year

∼10 MHz
∼100 / year

Chou, Curtain, Lubatti 1606.06298

Curtin, Proffitt, Reddi

Federico Leo Redi | École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne |

Backgrounds / 2

!27

Background

45Nico Serra - ACFI Workshop - UMass Amherst  20 July 2017

Very simple selection reduces the bkg to 
only a few in 5 years:


- Fiducial volume

- DOCA

- IP wrt target

- Vetos


Realistic to reach 0.1 expected bkg 
events for all channels we have been 
studying


SHIP

Mathusla
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SHIPIn general, on-site tests with prototypes will be very 
helpful to verify how realistic these assumptions are! 
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Dedicated experiments
✦ Great news: in several cases, first tests already 

starting!

Proffitt, Hill, Dey

RPCs

MATHUSLA test stand

Using 59 borrowed scintillators (from DØ) and 12 RPCs (from 
ARGO)... all well beyond their originally designed use!

Active surface area: 2.5 m × 2.5 m

Height: 6.7 m

Data readout:
TDC + ADC readout for scintillators, TDC + strip address for RPCs

14

Scintillators

Scintillators

Shown here in the buffer zone of SX1, ∼100 m directly above ATLAS

Demonstrator Installed in TS2 of 2017

• 12 scintillator bars installed (1% full milliQan) + 2 
hodoscope packs on either end

MilliQan CODEX-b

Backgrounds and shielding

Background studies: measurements (cntd.)

Two 30⇥ 30⇥ 2 cm wrapped plastic
scintillators + PMT + mechanical stand.

Biplab Dey CODEX-b, 3rd LLP LHC workshop, CERN May 18th , 2018 14 / 22
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FASER, MATHUSLA and SHiP (light LLPs)
SHiP: For shorter lifetimes and mass < ~ 10 MeV, SHiP is much better.  

MATHUSLA access higher scale physics and sees 10-100 more 
LLPs from exotic meson decays if lifetime >> 100m.

FASER: “small” cylindrical (R = 0.2m, L = 10m) detector (far):

Feng, Galon, Kling, 
Trojanowski 1710.09387

For SM+S model reach, 
FASER + MATHUSLA > SHiP ! 

Very intriguing! Does this interplay 
apply to other low-mass LLP 
scenarios?! 
Will be explored in PBC report.

7

Dedicated experiments
✦ Which one will be built? 

➡ Ideally, all of them… But if not, trade between reach/
funding needed

SM+S scenario

Curtin, Dey

B → Xsφ 

92 lhc llp community

0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0
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CHARM

LHCb, 3 fb�1

LHCb, 300 fb�1

Figure 5.28: Left: CODEX-b reach for B ! Xs j in the s2
q–mj plane. Solid (dot-

dashed) line assumes L = 300 fb�1 (L = 1 ab�1). Right: Inclusive CODEX-b B ! Xs j
reach (solid lines). The shaded regions (dashed lines) indicate current LHCb limits
(300 fb�1 projection) from B ! K(j ! µµ), rescaled to the inclusive process and
assuming Br[j ! µµ] ' 30% and 10% for mj = 0.5 GeV and 1 GeV, respectively.
Gray shading and dashed line indicate respectively the approximate current [242]
and Belle II projected [243] limits from B ! K(⇤)nn̄ precision measurements.

is to pursue the quest for magnetic monopoles at LHC energies.3318

Nonetheless the detector is also designed to search for any massive,3319

long-lived, slow-moving particle [248, 249] with single or multiple3320

electric charges arising in many scenarios of physics beyond the3321

Standard Model [250].3322

5.3.3.2 The MoEDAL detector3323

The MoEDAL detector [moedal] is deployed around the intersec-3324

tion region at the LHC Point 8 (IP8) in the LHCb Vertex Locator3325

(VELO) cavern. A schematic view of the MoEDAL experiment is3326

shown in Fig. 5.30. It is a unique and largely passive detector com-3327

prising different detector technologies.3328

5.3.4 Nuclear track detectors3329

The main sub-detector system is made of a large array of CR39,3330

Makrofol and Lexan nuclear track detector (NTD) stacks surround-3331

ing the intersection area. The passage of a HI particle through the3332

plastic detector is marked by an invisible damage zone along the3333

trajectory. The damage zone is revealed as a cone-shaped etch-pit3334

when the plastic detector is chemically etched. Then the sheets of3335

plastics are scanned looking for aligned etch pits in multiple sheets.3336
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is to pursue the quest for magnetic monopoles at LHC energies.3318

Nonetheless the detector is also designed to search for any massive,3319

long-lived, slow-moving particle [248, 249] with single or multiple3320

electric charges arising in many scenarios of physics beyond the3321

Standard Model [250].3322

5.3.3.2 The MoEDAL detector3323

The MoEDAL detector [moedal] is deployed around the intersec-3324

tion region at the LHC Point 8 (IP8) in the LHCb Vertex Locator3325

(VELO) cavern. A schematic view of the MoEDAL experiment is3326

shown in Fig. 5.30. It is a unique and largely passive detector com-3327

prising different detector technologies.3328

5.3.4 Nuclear track detectors3329

The main sub-detector system is made of a large array of CR39,3330

Makrofol and Lexan nuclear track detector (NTD) stacks surround-3331

ing the intersection area. The passage of a HI particle through the3332

plastic detector is marked by an invisible damage zone along the3333

trajectory. The damage zone is revealed as a cone-shaped etch-pit3334

when the plastic detector is chemically etched. Then the sheets of3335

plastics are scanned looking for aligned etch pits in multiple sheets.3336

Eagerly waiting for the PBC 
report to clarify this
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Dedicated experiments
✦ MOEDAL already producing results, but not only 

Pinfold

!"##$%!&'(") "**+,+-./$0&,$#121-,+-324$#+,-3561/7$$8+/$9$:&-3;+-3&2/
<&$/1+,58$0&,$*+,-3561/$=3-8$58+,41/$>>?1$$%"<)"@$A$B!@$63:3-1C$-&$
/1+,581/$=3-8$*+,-3561/$&0$58+,41$+,&.2C$1$D$?E97
<&$/1+,58$0&,$21=$*/1.C&F/-+G61$21.-,+6/$=3-8$6&24$6301-3:1
<&$/1+,58$0&,$+2&:+6&./6H$*121-,+-324$*+,-3561/ 19

!"##$I !&'(") "**+,+-./$0&,$#121-,+-324$#+,-3561/
J2$*,&-&-H*324$*8+/1

!"##$I !&'(") "**+,+-./$0&,$#121-,+-324$#+,-3561/
J2$*,&-&-H*324$*8+/1J2$*,&-&-H*324$*8+/1

!"##$I !&'(") "**+,+-./$0&,$#121-,+-324$#+,-3561/
J2$*,&-&-H*324$*8+/1

!"#$%&''$'()*)*+,#$-./*011#2$3.$4565748

!"##$%&'('()%*$+,$+(-$&*.'(*$(/,,*0

!"##$%&'('()%*$+,$+(-$&*.'(*$(/,,*0

! !"#$%&$'()*+%$&#%,((-./&0)1+2$*&3-11&4$&2).-#)%$5&+.5$%/%)+.5&&
")%&#6$&5$7,8*&)"&#%,(($5&0$%8&1)./91-0$5&(,%#-71$*&+*-./&#6$&
*7-.#-11,#)%&5$#$7#)%&*:$#76$5&,4)0$;&
! <6$&(1,..$5&5$#$7#)%&6,*&,&1)3&#6%$*6)15&=$/ >?&@$A&2+).*B&,.5&-*&
*$.*-#-0$&#)&$1$7#%).*C&2+).*C&6,5%).*&,.5&(6)#).*;

2018-05-17 22

D!EE&=D)FG!E !((,%,#+*&")%&0$%8&E)./&E-0$5&H,%#-71$*B

!

!
")%&#6$&5$7,8*&)"&#%,(($5&0$%8&1)./

!&(%)I$7#&-.&#6$&5$0$1)(2$.#&*#,/$

Exciting competition with ATLAS!
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MadAnalysis

Conte
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Reinterpreting

!21

Reinterpretation Challenges
• One model can generate many different signatures

• One signature can come from many models
searches for long-lived particles beyond the standard model at the large hadron

collider 23

Production
Decay

gg(+inv.) g + inv. jj(+inv.) jj` `+`�(+inv.) `+
a `�

b 6=a(+inv.)

DPP: sneutrino pair † SUSY SUSY SUSY SUSY SUSY
HP: squark pair, q̃ ! jX † SUSY SUSY SUSY SUSY SUSY
or gluino pair g̃ ! jjX

HP: slepton pair, ˜̀ ! `X † SUSY SUSY SUSY SUSY SUSY
or chargino pair, c̃ ! WX

HIG: h ! XX Higgs, DM* † Higgs, DM* RHn Higgs, DM* RHn*
or ! XX + inv. RHn*

HIG: h ! X + inv. DM*, RHn † DM* RHn DM* †

RES: Z(Z0) ! XX Z0, DM* † Z0, DM* RHn Z0, DM* †

or ! XX + inv.
RES: Z(Z0) ! X + inv. DM † DM RHn DM †

CC: W(W 0) ! `X † † RHn* RHn RHn* RHn*

Table 2.1: Simplified model channels for neutral LLPs. The LLP is indicated by X.
Each row shows a separate production mode and each column shows a separate
possible decay mode, and therefore every cell in the table corresponds to a different
simplified model channel of (production)⇥(decay). We have cross-referenced the
UV models from Section 2.2 with cells in the table to show how the most common
signatures of complete models populate the simplified model space. The asterisk
(*) shows that the model definitively predicts missing energy in the LLP decay. A
dagger (†) indicates that this particle production ⇥ decay scenario is not present
in the simplest and most minimal implementations of the umbrella model, but could
be present in extensions of the minimal models. When two production modes are
provided (with an “or”), either simplified model can be used to cover the same
experimental signatures.

7 This should not, of course, be in-
terpreted as saying that searches
shouldn’t be done that exploit these
features. Instead, our position is that
experiments should bear in mind the
range of topologies and models cov-
ered by each cell in Table 2.1 when
designing searches, and that some
more inclusive signal regions should
be established where possible.

could be the lightest quasi-stable glueball), then the process where825

the SM Higgs h decays h ! XX, X ! bb̄ would be covered with826

the Higgs production mechanism and a di-jet decay. Entirely un-827

related models, such as the case where X is a bino-like neutralino828

with RPV decays h ! XX, X ! jjj could be covered with the829

same simplified model because most hadronic LLP searches do not830

have exclusive requirements on jet multiplicity. Similarly, a hidden-831

sector model with a dark photon, A0, produced in h ! A0A0,832

A0 ! f f̄ would also give rise to the di-jet signature when f is a833

quark, whereas it would populate the `+`� column if f is a lepton.834

Finally, a scenario with multiple hidden-sector states X1 and X2, in835

which X2 is an LLP and X1 is a stable, invisible particle, could give836

rise to signatures like h ! X2X2, X2 ! X1 jj that would be covered837

by the same Higgs production, hadronic decay simplified model;838

however, we see how /ET can easily appear in the final state, and839

that the LLP decay products may not all be hadronic. Therefore,840

the simplified models in Table 2.1 can cover an incredibly broad841

range of signatures, but only if searches are not overly optimized to842

particular features such as /ET and resonant LLP reconstruction7.843

2.4.2 Electrically Charged LLPs: |Q| = 1844

For an electrically charged LLP, we need to consider far fewer pro-845

duction modes because of the irreducible gauge production asso-846

neutral LLP channels

Shuve !22

Reinterpretation Challenges
• We want searches to cover as much phase space as possible

• We want results presented so they are as broadly applicable as 
possible

• LLP searches are challenging because:
• “Standard” objects (electrons, muons, tracks) are not so 

standard if they come from LLP decay or stable LLP

• Signal efficiencies hard to model with publicly available 
simulation

• Efficiencies can have strong dependence on kinematics, 
LLP decay position, etc.

+ efficiency tends to be model dependent…
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Reinterpretation Challenges
• We want searches to cover as much phase space as possible

• We want results presented so they are as broadly applicable as 
possible

• LLP searches are challenging because:
• “Standard” objects (electrons, muons, tracks) are not so 

standard if they come from LLP decay or stable LLP

• Signal efficiencies hard to model with publicly available 
simulation

• Efficiencies can have strong dependence on kinematics, 
LLP decay position, etc.

Recasting implementation of the analysis 

• Recasting done in the framework of the first MA5 school organised in Korea 
Authors: Jung Chang under the supervision of Jory Sonneveld and Sam Bein 
Both recast analysis & validation note are available on the PAD. 
 

• Software: MA5 v1.6 + Delphes 3.4.1_Tracks with 8 TeV CMS tracking performance 

25 

+ efficiency tends to be model dependent…
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Neutrino reinterpretation
✦ Displaced vertex Searches @ 

LHC. Looking for a light, 
long-lived sterile neutrino 
from Left-Right symmetric 
model 

✦ Sensitivity with prompt 
lepton + loose DV multitrack. 
Use maps provided in ATLAS 
Multitrack DV 13 TeV search 
(arXiv:1710.04901) 
➡ model detector response to 

DVs!
Cottin

https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.04901
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Motivating LLPs theoretically

✦ A plethora of motivations for LLPs

BSM=/➝LLP 

Hidden Valley 

      ALP 

      SM+S 

      SM+V (+S) 

HNL

UV theory

RPV SUSY 
GMSB 
mini-split SUSY 
Stealth SUSY 
Axinos 
Sgoldstinos  

Neutral Naturalness 
Composite Higgs 
Relaxion  
 
Asymmetric DM 
Freeze-In DM 
SIMP/ELDER 
Co-Decay 
Co-Annihilation 

Dynamical DM 
 
WIMP Baryogenesis 
Leptogenesis  
 
Minimal RH Neutrino 
   with U(1)B-L Z’ 
   with SU(2)R WR 
   long-lived scalars 
   with Higgs portal 
   from ERS 
Discrete Symmetries

exotic Z  
decays 

exotic Higgs 
decays 

exotic Meson 
decays

prod. modes

depends on prod. mode

{

confining  
sectors

Top-down Theory IR LLP Scenario

Baryogenesis

Neutrino
Masses

Dark Matter

Naturalness

Motivation

EFT

(direct production of BSM state at LHC that is or decays to LLP)

MATHUSLA Physics Case, June 2018

DRAFT

Curtin
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LLP white paper
✦ Don’t forget it: we’re writing a paper! 

➡ Huge effort from many people, now very close to the 
end!

https://github.com/jbbeacham/LHCLLP 

https://github.com/jbbeacham/LHCLLP
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LLP white paper
✦ Trigger and detector upgrades: very good 

progress, some external review probably needed 

➡ Potential section about dedicated detectors

Cheng

From LHC to HL-LHC

5/17/2018 2Yangyang Cheng | Upgrade@LLP Workshop

Å Draft Complete

Å Draft Complete

ÅCollecting more contributions

+ep collider, CLIC here?
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Conclusions
✦ LLP one of the most active areas within those 

included in WG3 

✦ Few examples of recasts+prospects at 300 fb-1 
(ATLAS,CMS), can we ask them to go and look at 
3000 fb-1? 

✦ PBC report and LLP white paper: overlap, 
feedback between us and them certainly 
beneficial


